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CITY OF EVART 

REGULAR COUNCIL MEETING 

February 16, 2015 
 

Meeting called to order at 7:00 p.m. 
Present:  Mayor - Eric Schmidt; Council – Dan Elliott, BJ Foster, Casey Keysor,  
Gregg Sherman; City Clerk – Seraphim Bieri; City Manager – Zack Szakacs,  
Treasurer Sarah Dvoracek 
Absent:  none  
Early Departure:  Council - Gregg Sherman (7:55 p.m.) 
 
Guests:   << some unidentified >>  Mark Wilson – DPW Supervisor, Jan Taylor,  
Ryan Douglas,  Al Weinberg – DDA Director, Mona Lou Crawford, James Holihan,  
Donald Tatara II, Melora Theunick – LDFA Director, Ralph Carlson, Rick Machleit,  
Travis Douglas, Helen Young, Miranda Lorenz, Shane Douglas, Maryann Borden,  
Connie Douglas, Patrick Mucznski  
 

Overview of Motions: 
 
MOVED by Keysor, seconded by Foster to accept the Agenda… 
Passed unanimously 
 
CALL for Motion to approve minutes of January 19th… 
No motion made.   
 
MOVED by Elliott to approve minutes of February 2nd …   
No second offered.   
 
Approval of minutes of Special Council Meeting of February 12th … 
Tabled to March 2nd. 
 
MOVED by Elliott, seconded by Schmidt to have letter written in support of LDFA’s rail road project…   
Passed unanimously 
 
MOVED by Foster, seconded by Keysor to approve the Vendor List… 
Passed unanimously 
 
MOVED by Elliott, seconded by Foster to adjourn at 8:23 p.m.… 
Passed unanimously 
 
 
Citizenry Comments:    
SUMMARY:  Over 50 minutes of discussion focused virtually exclusively on concern that 
the thorough Minutes produced by Bieri are being edited and reduced to a “motions-only” 
CliffsNotes version by Council.  None of the attendees advocated for the return to the state-
minimum format of years past.  None of the Councilmen wished to revisit approving official 
Minutes which included details in excess of the afore-described “CliffsNotes” that excludes 
virtually all but attendance/motions/voting record.  On another matter, Ralph Carlson added 
his deep concern that at the public roundtables preceding the recent Safety Millage vote, it 
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was specifically described as a tax to be shared with the Fire Department, not merely 
replacement dollars allocated to a Police Budget.  Szakacs when asked to address the 
specific dollars involved said that he was in the midst of configuring the Budget.  Carlson 
emphasized that had the public realized it was never the intent to allocate the dollars as he 
believed had been described, public opinion would have failed to rally the sufficient votes 
this past November. 
 
Forty-five minutes into this Public Comment section, Bieri interjected, announcing her on-
the-spot decision to resign effective end-of-day Monday, February 23, 2015, giving Council 
time to arrange for Minutes to be taken at their next meeting. She cited her grave 
disappointment that in the face of the evening’s unanimous call from the citizens for 
preservation of detail, as well as her referencing of the state’s Open Meetings Act which 
clarifies that the format she’d employed for her 16 months on the job is indeed not illegal, 
she would be unable “to face herself in the mirror Tuesday morning” if her signature had to 
suddenly appear below Council’s version of gutted Minutes while Evart residents had both 
pre-election and contemporarily, continued to request detail in their public record.  
Concurrent to her resignation was her promise to those in attendance that as a private 
citizen, citing Open Meetings Act regulation, she would continue her thorough accounts of 
Council Meetings by attending, recording, and typing a report not unlike those of her tenure 
as City Clerk, and will arrange for permanent internet postings of said. 
 
HIGHLIGHTS: 
<<Connie Douglas>> … takes Council to task for having allowed the City’s reputation to be besmirched by their attacks 

on the Minutes and the Clerk, especially when the media was present.  She emphasizes that “embellishments” are not 

part of the pattern of Bieri’s Minutes and that with occasions of the past, (without detailing these, she alludes to many in 

the room knowing the context of her remarks)  scenarios have  erupted into extensive discord and difficulty simply 

because the Minutes recorded by Clerk Pattee failed to offer any clarifying details.  

 

<<unidentified woman>> … Explains that she values “transparency in her local government”, and that to edit Bieri’s 

comprehensive Minutes amounts to covering up and hiding whatever it is that goes on at these public meetings. 

 

FOSTER – eagerly suggests that some sort of “Clerk’s Notes” could be generated without Council approval or formal 

inclusion in the Minutes for the sake of transparency, but that he flatly refuses to approve Minutes with any of the 

minutia of her previous pattern.  <<DDA Director Weinberg>> … offers a compromise that “Clerks Notes” be attached 

to the approved Minutes and distributed in conjunction with them, with a sentence in the Minutes referencing “see 

attached”.  This was rejected since it would place Council back in the position of endorsing the text included in the 

attachment, which is at the core of the argument against including the details in the first place. 

 

Mayor suggested that former Council Member Jim Hollihan would no doubt understand the libelous nature of Bieri’s 

Minutes and share their concern over the accuracy and embellishments;  Hollihan instead cited the Minutes’ 

reasonability and non-bias, reminded Council that many jurisdictions broadcast their meetings, that anyone can be sued 

for anything but said he would not hesitate to sit on their side of the table with Bieri generating Minutes, and that in the 

interest of transparency he continues to fail to see what Council is afraid of. 

 

KEYSOR – cites his wife’s job with Spectrum Health and her assurances to him that her doctors would never accept 

Minutes with Bieri’s level of detail. He personally would welcome Minutes not unlike the LDFA’s.  LDFA Director 

Theunick, when asked, envisioned a scenario in which a fictional public record citing a person who “spoke angrily” 

would not be appropriate because Council would not know that individual’s normal demeanor but conversely to record 

that they “spoke heatedly” would be 100% appropriate because it would be obvious to all who observed the exchange. 

 

SHERMAN – suggests that perhaps a definition of “public body” could be researched in order to determine who has the 

power to decide (ref:  Attorney General’s  Open Meetings Act item #15 granting the right to record more detailed 

Minutes).  <<unidentified gentlemen>> Asks if an elected official would constitute “the political body”, to which he 

says the Clerk is elected and it is her specific task to take the Minutes; alternately he offers that he and the residents are 

“the body” and as such, they clearly have expressed a desire to have detailed Minutes. 
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MAYOR – challenges the room to offer any time during previous Clerk Pattee’s long tenure, they took issue with the 

lack of contextual detail.  Connie Douglas’s example from earlier in the evening was revisited, and LDFA Director 

Theunick explained that she tooin the past had specifically found fault in a public record which was un-researchable 

weeks or years after the meeting had transpired – adding that Bieri’s format offers the community which cannot attend, 

an idea of what is going on “with the people they put in charge”. 

 

<<Ralph Carlson> … worried that rumors abounded that Council was ultimately seeking to have the Clerk’s post 

converted to an appointed position instead of elected;   Foster and Keysor insisted there were no such plans and Szakacs 

emphasized it hadn’t been talked about since the 1980s; Bieri countered by describing in detail one of her earliest 

meetings at which they not only talked about it, but explained that the failure of the change to pass voter approval  lead 

to some of the dis-connects in the current city charter and that discussion ended with the City Manager and City Attorney 

agreeing to begin research and act toward  the lengthy process of taking the issue back to voters.  Keysor said that had to 

do with Bieri’s seeking of medical benefits, to which she agreed and reminded him that at the time they suggested that if 

the job were eventually an “appointment”,  it would allow a Clerk to negotiate a medical package at the time of hire.  

<<unidentified citizen> … suggests that perhaps “that would be in the Minutes of that meeting”, to which the Clerk 

confirms that indeed it would. 

 

<<Helen Young>> … cites her anticipation of each meeting’s Minutes, her remorse at not being able to attend as many 

meetings as she would like, and the value she places on both the Approved Minutes and the newspaper summary,  never 

having found Bieri’s thoroughness to be “embellished” or otherwise threatening. 

 

KEYSOR – explains that it is too easy to “get lost in the fluff” of these Minutes, he wants elimination of everything that 

“has no bearing”;  Bieri contends that that is the rub, expressing her belief that when they eliminated among other things, 

the Citizen Comments section, they weren’t eliminating “fluff” and when Keysor argues that having included the new 

carwash owner’s  business and political credentials is irrelevant, she vehemently suggests that his business acumen and 

local government involvement offer a context to his criticisms and recommendations as compared with the same remarks 

had they derived from a first time inexperienced business novice.  

 

Upon Bieri’s resignation announcement, Foster appealed for her to re-consider, noting that “none of this is personal” 

and that it was not his intent that she exit her elected office.  Ultimately Bieri explained to Council that she in no way 

sees their editing as “personal”, but she thinks they are wrong and aren’t embracing an opportunity to be accountable for 

the integrity of City Hall.  She added that if we are worried and afraid to be accountable for our thoughts and decisions as 

folks put into office by voters, then she thinks we are being “less than we can be”.   

 
 
Councilman Sherman excused himself from the remainder of the evening’s meeting. 
 
Moved by Keysor, seconded by Foster to accept the agenda … Bieri cited the emailing and 
hardcopy distribution of the Minutes from the Special Council Meeting (Fire Department 
Equipment) of 2/12/15, and wondered if they shouldn’t be added; it was decided to 
postpone this until the subsequent Council Meeting. 
Passed unanimously.   
 
 
Approval of Current and Past Minutes:    
 
JANUARY 19th Minutes: 
Mayor calls for a motion to approve. City Manager notes that they are not in the current 
packet; Clerk offers to distribute duplicate copies if any Council members failed to bring the 
copy from previous Council Packet Distribution for the February 2, 2015 Meeting.  Mayor 
said he’d presumed there would be a re-write and Bieri clarified that having no facts to 
change, she would never presume to anticipate Council’s content-edits, so her original 
Draft stands. No motion was offered.  No discussion followed. 
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February 2nd  Minutes (emailed to Council this morning 2/16 & hardcopy distributed at Meeting): 
Moved by Elliott … no second was offered.  No discussion followed. 
 
February 12th Minutes  (emailed to Council this morning 2/16 & hardcopy distributed at Meeting): 
Noting Sherman’s exit and his having been one of the three attending this Special meeting, 
combined with the desire to spend more time reviewing the Minutes, discussion was tabled 
to 3/2/15. 
 
 
The LDFA - Director Melora Theunick, reporting 

(1)  Alludes to their regular Board meeting of last week (Minutes of 1/14/15 distributed)  
and the final stages of pitching for the railroad grant; Theunick alludes to her understanding 
that the City is committed to signing an accompanying letter, but notes that she has yet to 
receive it (emphasizing that no City spending is required).  Szakacs and Bieri confirm that 
that issue was tabled at prior Meeting.  Elliott ultimately returns the conversation to the 
requested letter, inviting Council to authorize it while still being leery of the wisdom of 
ultimately pursing a rail road line (as he detailed at the 2/2/15 Meeting).  Moved by Elliott, 
seconded by Schmidt to authorize writing letter of support …  Passed unanimously 

(2) Theunick introduces  the “Victims-2-Victors” organizer of a July 18 zero gravity  
“outreach program” to be staged at the Industrial Park.  Lisa’s presentation to Council 
includes a powerpoint display, colored flyers, and detailed description that the extreme 
sporting event is in partnership with Eagle Village as a means of reaching families and 
troubled teens before they hit the “crisis” that might send them to Eagle Village.   The event 
is 100% insured and paid for by non-City dollars.  Two years earlier, the Reed City airstrip 
was less-accessible than an Evart locale would be, hence the change.  It will coincide with 
Dulcimer week. Mayor asks if they are seeking vendors; some Village students will be 
creating/selling T-shirts.  Bieri asks if they are opposed to or would welcome additional 
vendors; Lisa is tempted by the new idea. Bieri adds that they should attempt flyer 
distribution at the schools before summer break. The organizers are told they merely need 
to apply for the street closure using the new DPW form.  

(3) The LDFA is poised to execute 4th annual Easter Egg airplane drop (Saturday of  
Easter Weekend 4/4/15); discussion of insurance and the LDFA’s responsibility for it. 

(4) Fly-IN  has been scheduled for Gold Wings week.  This is an attempt to rotate away  
from the Fall weather with the June date.  City Manager cautions that airport roadway 
improvement may impact; Theunick will review date options accordingly with City Manager. 
 
The DDA – Director Al Weinberg, reporting  

1) Notes that last Tuesday they accepted the purchase bid from Shane Douglas for the 
Corner Cupboard Café property on Main Street. 

2) Meeting re-scheduled (3/27/15 at 10:00 a.m.) with MEDC (Michigan Economic 
Development Corporation) and Michigan Housing Development Authority and the 
state’s Historical Preservation Office to address rehab options for Main Street 
apartments.  This represents either a change or a better communication of state 
monies available; previously Weinberg was lead to believe none of the $40,000 was 
available to our smaller properties but in reality $20,000 is. 

3) Chamber and DDA are teaming up to consider a TV 9 & 10 advertising campaign 
promoting summertime citywide events. 

4) Distribution of DDA Minutes of 1/13/15. 
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Unfinished Business: 

 DIG Grant Contract Awarding 
Szakacs is still awaiting word as to whether or not additional monies will be made available 
to match the bids received.  He distributed relevant correspondence (2/9) and email (2/5) 
with Greg West of MEDC. 

 Fiscal 2015/16 Budget 
City Manager explains that the worksheet is a work-in-progress; he has reviewed the 
General Fund (comparing last year’s revenue to this year’s, citing a drop of nearly $140 to 
$150-thousand – mostly due to revenue from property taxes).  A meeting with staff is slated 
for month’s end with the goal of presenting Council with a “working copy” to address at the 
second Meeting in March. 
 
New Business: 
  (none) 
 
 

 Treasurer  - Sarah Dvoracek,  not in attendance   
Dvoracek provided written “Treasurer’s February Highlights”  which included completion of  
bank account and tax inter-fund reconciliations; Fiscal Budget prep; personnel issues and 
training; price comparative shopping for service providers. Submission of Summary of All 
Funds 1/1/15; Manual Check Report through 2/16/15; and Vendor List with Mini vendor List 
Moved by Foster, seconded by Keysor to accept Vendor List …  Passed unanimously 
 

 City Manager  –  Zack Szakacs reporting 
>> Szakacs distributed “City Manager Highlights – 1/15/15 to 2/12/15”  which included 

hiring of new DPW Supervisor at the starting wage of $42,500; county’s endorsement of 
our federal flood insurance protection; zero public attendance at Master Land Use meeting; 
rupture by OHM consultant’s outside contractor of 10-inch sewer line on South Oak (photo 
distributed); Karen Higgins meeting 2/18 to address HUD water issues. 

>>Distributed  today’s update from C&S as to the Runway rehab project. 
>> Has conference call scheduled for tomorrow with T-Mobile to explore potential water 

tower-antenna contract.  Notes that has the potential to help off-set the $40,000 annual 
expense of maintaining our two towers. Promises email updates to Council. MiSpot had 
been paying $500/monthly for a single tower antenna.  Elliott interjects that the recent week 
has had a running dialogue among Michigan Managers as to what those antenna rates 
should pay to host communities. 

>> Landlord/Tenant Ordinance as a means of dealing with blight, Szakacs points out a 
Lansing Meeting on Friday is slated between communities and MML.  Legislators are 
attempting to make law changes and the landlord lobby has apparently gained in strength. 
Locally he reminds Council previous local efforts failed to be approved but we can pursue it 
one more time. 

>> Entreats Council to welcome back Mark Wilson, whom he clarifies “technically never 
really left us”.  In his new role which began Monday, he’ll supervise DPW, Park & Rec, and 
the Cemetery. 
 

 Police Department  – Chief Kendra Backing, reporting 
The Chief confirmed officer Juday’s transfer to another police force and that he has been 
pleased so far.  She laments the lack of being able to fill our part time officer post despite 
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extensive targeted advertising, although she finds that many Chiefs simply do not hire part 
timers due to the tendency for them, once trained, to transfer to better paying full time 
opportunities. Two potential candidates are applying from the city of Wayne.  Evart remains 
served by herself and full time sergeant Beam. Mayor acknowledges the praise he has 
heard for the department’s new secretary, to which Chief Backing adds the outpouring of 
likeminded reaction from DHS and the Prosecuting Attorney.   City Manager adds 
compliment for Chief’s recent passing of MCOLES inspection “with flying colors” (letter 
dated 2/4/15 from Michigan Dommission on law Enforcement Standards, distributed). 
(Applause for Chief)   Written January report submitted including outreach from the High 
School principal as to working with students dealing with issues such as “active shooter 
drills”.  
 

 Department of Public Works – City Manager as Interim DPW Director 
>> Szakacs notes that going forward, not only will Mark Wilson be reporting but at the 
second meeting of each month, so too will be Patrick Mucznski, in his new role as 
Water/Sewer Lead Operator. Written January DPW report distributed, including reports of 
23-inches of snow fall in the month; truck repairs; an M.I.A. speed limit sign; removal of 
non-functinoal water meters. 
 
>> Conversation detours to conversation of frozen water pipes, Szakacs noting today’s 
break at Debra Strubel’s on US 10 despite having run water.  (citizen) Helen Young seeks 
clarification if the city will again this winter provide any bill adjustments in conjunction with 
the “Run Water Advisories”; “no”.  She inquires further into the location of the waterlines on 
a portion of Main Street, expressing concern that a neighbor had been told that the path 
which follows the obsolete alley would amount to a $2,000 fee for him to hook up to the City 
by a more direct path.  Mucznski is familiar with the lay of the land and is confident that the 
scenario is not that dire. Keysor reminds all of the current  fee Waiver which is in place 
through the Fall.  
 
>> City Manager highlights recent news coverage (Herald Review) of Mucznski’s excellent  
explanation to elementary school youngsters of “Where does water come from?” 
 

 City Attorney – Jim White, not in attendance 
  

 Fire Board Minutes  – January 22, 2015 
Distributed and not discussed. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Moved by Elliott seconded by Foster… 
… Adjournment at 8:23 p.m.  
Passed unanimously 


